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POINT & CLICK 
ON BOLD LINKS

the FActs AnD vIeWpoInts In thIs sectIon ARe not necessARILY the vIeWs 
oF X-RAY MAG. eQUIpMent pResenteD In thIs sectIon hAs not been testeD bY 
X-RAY MAG stAFF, noR ARe the IteMs WARRAnteD, InFoRMAtIon pRovIDeD Is 
conDenseD FRoM MAnUFActUReR DescRIptIons. teXts ARe UsUALLY eDIteD FoR 
LenGth, cLARItY AnD stYLe. LInKs ActIve At the tIMe oF pUbLIcAtIons

Edited by
Catherine G S Lim

ALL IMAGes coURtesY oF the MAnUFActUReRs

Gifts for Sea Lovers
Diver &  
Stingray 

Sculpture  

coming face to face with a sting-
ray isn’t an experience most 

people (even divers) would 
have very often. so, when 
that happens, commemo-
rate ita with this special 
sculpture. then, whenever 
the days start getting 
longer and the weather 
weirder, this unique keep-

sake can trigger a memo-
ry of that special moment in 

time.  www.metalimagina-
tion.com

Diving Helmet 
note that we’re not advocat-
ing wearing a diving helmet on 
any of your dives. We just feel 
that it’s a tasteful reminder 
to those exciting pioneering 
days when wearing one was 
a necessity (forgive the nostalgia,but we’re still a 
little high on the eggnog). Made of brass metal 
and consisting of four glass ports, this helmet 
stands at 17 inches tall and measures 16 inches 
wide. www.romanticgiftsboutique.com

Silver  
Diver 

Cufflinks 
 
no, we’re not suggesting that you wear these cufflinks during 
your dives, but consider wearing them when you chill out during 
a night on the town. Manufactured and designed by renowned 
firm Murry Ward, this pair is sure to dazzle, especially when worn 
next to your dive computer! www.1stchoicecufflinks.com 

Diving Bottle Holder 
spice up an evening with this whimsical wine 

bottle holder.besides its functionality, it also 
serves as a conversation piece and (for some 

people) a work of art. Made from 
recycled steel and copper, it 

is guaranteed toliven up the 
atmosphere on any dive 
boat. Just be sure to 
pop that corkonly 

AFteR your dives. 
www.metalimagi-

nation.com

Muff 
Diver 
Socks  
okay, we 

know that it’s past 
christmas, but there’s no reason to pass 

on these delightful socks as gifts for your loved 
ones. they may be a little quirky, but any diver worth 
his salt would relish the thought of wearing a pair of 
these socks on the dive boat at bedtime. We know 
we do! www.blushingbuyer.co.uk 

Scuba Diver 
Sculpture  

now this is what we 
would call a work of 
art! this metal sculp-
ture is the perfect 
gift for the week-
end diver to place 
on his or her office 

desk to proclaim 
one’s true calling. 
Made from recy-

cled steel and cop-
per, it comes complete 

with oxygen tank, mask and flippers.  
www.metalimagination.com

For that special diver in your life...

http://www.metalimagination.com/metalsculpture_scubadiver-stingray.html
http://www.metalimagination.com/metalsculpture_scubadiver-stingray.html
http://www.romanticgiftsboutique.com/content-product_info/product_id-1896/large_diving_helmet.html
http://www.1stchoicecufflinks.com/ecommerce/scripts/prodView2%7Eidproduct%7E5013%7ESterling%7ESilver%7EDiver%7E%7ECufflinks.htm
http://www.metalimagination.com/scuba-diver-with-camera.html
http://www.metalimagination.com/scuba-diver-with-camera.html
http://www.blushingbuyer.co.uk/product/8/990618/muff-diver-socks.html
http://www.metalimagination.com/metalsculpture_scubadiver.html
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...GiftsSea Lovers

Scuba 
diving  
for two 

Forget chocolates. Give your loved one the experience of 
a lifetime! Introduce your partner to the thrills of (yes, you’ve 
guessed it!) scuba diving! held in a group setting in the UK, 
this two-hour session is led by a qualified pADI instructor who 
will first introduce the basic skills and equipment. then, it’s 
time to take the plunge with your partner - and perhaps 
into a new activity that you both can enjoy together for a 
long time to come. www.find-me-a-gift.co.uk

Diving Dolphins 
Message Bottle
  
now, there’s no need to head for the beach 
to find a message in a bottle! these unique 
bottle are the perfect gift for valentine’s 
Day, as your personal message addressed to 
your significant other can be imprinted and 
inserted into the bottle. even comes with faux 
sand and real seashells neatly contained with-
in the bottle. www.amessagebottle.com

Manatee Door Mat 
Greet your house guest with this quaint door 
mat, featuring a mother manatee and her cub. 
Measuring 40 by 18 inches, this endearing 
scene presents a warm welcome to anyone 
entering your home! www.deepsixintl.com

Hugs from the Sea
cute shirts for 
little sea
lovers or 
that  
special 
dive buddy
in your life!

Get ‘em at The X-RAY MAG Store
WWW.CAFEPRESS.COM/XRAYMAG

GIVE BACK: 
A percent of  

all sales goes  
to ocean  

conservation!

organic!

Dolphin Circle 
beauty and symmetry are embodied 

in this 14k gold dolphin pen-
dant. two playful dolphins 

embrace in a circle, their 
tails and fins forming four 

symmetrical points around 
the circle topped with a very 
sturdy gold loop through which 
to thread a chain to hang the 

pendant from. Measures 3 x 2.4 cm. 
www.dolphinjewelry.com

Mystic Seahorse 
this bronze seahorse necklace with black garnet 
beads was handcrafed by artisan silvia peluso, 
who says that black garnet, or Andradite, stimu-
lates creativity and promotes growth and devel-
opment in one’s relationships. Resonating with 
the sign of Aries, Andradite supports the male 
qualities of courage, stamina, and strength 
and realigns the magnetic fields of the body, 
cleansing and expanding the aura, while 
opening psychic visions. size: 15 inches long 
with two-inch extention. silviapeluso.word-
press.com

Between  
Sky & Sea
entre ciel & Mer by belgian 
composer eric bettens is 
music for the soul from the 
depths of the ocean to 
the heights of the heavens. 

evoking romantic vistas, the 
huge expanse of the oceans and glorious horizons, 

this cD is sure to please sea lovers of all ages. Released in 
2009 by Westland Inc. AsIn: b002U672KI www.amazon.com

http://www.find-me-a-gift.co.uk/scuba-diving-for-two.html
http://www.amessagebottle.com/products/diving_dolphins_message_bottle.htm
http://www.deepsixintl.com/shopexd.asp?id=702
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag/4541207
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag/6918837
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag/6918840
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag
http://www.cafepress.com/xraymag/4541214
http://www.dolphinjewelry.com/page/DJ/PROD/PENDANTS/355
http://silviapeluso.wordpress.com/
http://silviapeluso.wordpress.com/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B002U672KI/believe-20/ 
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Shark Diving for Dummies

Lemon shark. the surface is a dangerous place to hang around

text and photos  
by Andy Murch

Last summer, I was asked 
to join a week long shark 
tagging expedition in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The pri-
mary purpose of the trip 
was to find, photograph 
and satellite tag an illu-
sive aggregation of whale 
sharks.
It sounded like an interesting 
project but the actual work was 
slow and monotonous. We spent 
most of our time staring at endless 
blue water while chugging along 
looking for shark fins. After a few 
days, we were all tired of getting 
cooked by the hot Louisiana sun, 
so we took a break and tied up 
to an oil rig to chum up some silky 
sharks.
 being an experienced shark 
diver, I happily donned my gear 
and slid into the circling sharks to 
start framing pictures. My partner 
claire followed soon after and 
together we casually swam back 
and forth through the excited 
sharks as we have done so many 
times before.
 At first, the sharks were inquisi-
tive but it didn’t take long for 
them to figure out that the black 
skinned animals (us) holding the 
small flashing animals (our cam-
eras) were obviously not food and 
probably not dangerous. once 
the sharks relaxed we were able 
to weave between them, push-
ing them away with gloved hands 
when they came too close to 
photograph.
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 the incredulous fishermen that we 
were working with, continued to drop 
fish scraps into the water and the pho-
togenic ball of sharks slowly grew into a 
respectable sized swarm.
All was going well until, with a loud 
splash, the expedition videographer (Ulf) 
jumped into the fray wearing just a pair 
of shorts and a colorful t-shirt. All of the 
sharks immediately swam in his direction 
and he began back peddling franticly to 
try to get out of their way.
 I wandered over and politely sug-
gested that he climb back on deck and 
return once he was dressed appropriate-
ly. this he did and the rest of the shoot 
went swimmingly.

 Ulf ‘s naïve entrance seemed funny at 
the time but it could have ended badly. 
It got me thinking that there are some 
diving skills that develop naturally but 
when it comes to shark diving you can’t 
just pick it up as you go along.
 Unfortunately, there is no shark Diving 
for Dummies book so I’ve compiled a list 
of ten things that every budding shark 
diver should consider before jumping in 
with a school of sharks:

1. Do your homework. 
Just because you don’t have first hand 
experience doesn’t mean that you can’t 
take advantage of other people’s. If 
you’re heading out with a professional 

shark diving operator then you can prob-
ably rely on their guidance. If you’re 
planning to motor out into the blue with 
a bucket of dead fish and a prayer then 
make sure you at least know what spe-
cies you’re likely to encounter. talk to 
local fishermen. Ask divers if they see 
sharks and ask them how aggressive they 
are. Ideally, talk to local spear fishermen. 
they get harassed by sharks more often 
than other divers do, so their advice will 
be invaluable. And, as melodramatic 
as it sounds, ask locals whether anyone 
has been attacked by a shark in that 
area. solid information is your first line of 
defense.

2. Dress the part. 
You don’t have to wear a black 
ninja costume to avoid a shark 
attack but at least get rid of 
obvious flashes of color or any-
thing shiny that isn’t essential. 
the idea is to make it easy for 
the sharks to tell the difference 
between you and the bait. 
You’d be amazed how often 
sharks will swim up the chum 
slick and completely ignore the 
bait because something else 
caught their eye.
 Wearing a dark suit may be 
best in most situations (e.g. 
around tropical reef sharks) but 
remember that the big boys are 
partial to marine mammals. If 
you think you may encounter 
white sharks then try not to look 
like a wounded fur seal. to this 

end, I usually wear a black wetsuit in the 
tropics and a bright blue drysuit when I’m 
chumming in areas where great whites 
might show up for dinner.
 one of the most important shark div-
ing accessories is a pair of dark gloves. 
no matter how good your diving skills 
are, when you’re dodging excited sharks, 
you sometimes have to use your hands. 
You don’t want to be waving around 
exposed fingers or be wearing light color-
ed gloves that look like pieces of fish. 
Fins are also prime targets. Lately, there 
has been a push for brighter and more 
elaborate fins by dive manufacturers. 
some companies are even selling fins 
that have fish-tail shapes on the ends. 
If they help you swim more efficiently 
I’m all for them, but they may generate 
more interest than you bargained for. 
simple fins work just fine and don’t buy 
the white ones unless you want to show 

feature Shark Diving

If you feel the need to bring a weapon, go cage diving instead; Do your homework before 
jumping into a school of hungry sharks

touching a passing shark 
(especially on its snout) is 
a great way to get bitten
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feature Shark Diving

thIs pAGe: Diver with silky sharks. Just because curious sharks come to investigate you, doesn’t mean they intend to bite you

the teeth marks to your friends after 
the dive. the moral of the story is: if it 
moves, wiggles or shakes; try to tone it 
down.

3. Avoid erratic movements. 
Its common knowledge that sharks pos-
sess a sixth (electrical) sense. beyond 
this, they also have many more subtle 
ways to interpret their surroundings 
including a row of tiny hairs in a raised 
canal running laterally along their flanks. 
the sensitive hairs register tiny move-
ments in the shark’s environment. the 
more abrupt the movement, the more 
likely they are to investigate it. Unless 
you want to be closely checked out, 
use slow, rhythmic fin strokes. Good 
buoyancy is also important. crashing 
into the reef or struggling to stay down 
could generate aggression or it may 

work in reverse and scare away a 
shark that you were hoping would stick 
around.

4. Look but don’t touch.
the best way to get bitten by a shark 
is to touch one. It sounds obvious but 
a surprising amount of divers decide to 
break this golden rule. We are tactile 
creatures. It is natural for us to want 
to experience how things feel but it is 
important to resist the urge to prod, 
stroke or grab a passing shark. Mostly 
they will just move away but occasion-
ally they react violently and reef sharks 
can turn on a dime no matter how rigid 
they look.
 this goes for sleeping nurse sharks too. 
they can spin around and latch onto 
an intrusive hand so fast that the recipi-
ent wont register that it has happened 

until it is too late.
 on the other hand, sharks sometimes 
like to touch too. Getting nuzzled by 
a gang of beefy sharks can be rather 
frightening until you get used to it. 
sharks don’t have hands so they fre-
quently use their sensitive snouts to feel 
their surroundings. Getting nudged or 
grazed will really get your heart pound-
ing but this behavior doesn’t necessarily 
mean that you’re in immediate danger. 
the key is to pay attention to the rest 
of the shark’s behavior. If they begin to 
speed up or move in exaggerated ways 
then you should probably retreat to a 
safe distance. the difference between 
curiosity and animosity is subtle. When in 
doubt, assume the worst and leave the 
water.
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5. Stay out of the chum slick. 
When hunting, sharks use their 
senses in a specific order. over 
long distances, they use their 
famous sense of smell and their 
finely tuned ability to pick up on 
vibrations and audible sound. 
once they are close enough 
their eyes take over but when 
they are almost upon the bait 
they roll their eyes back or raise 
their nictitating eyelid to protect 
their sensitive eyes from harm. 
During the final dash they rely on 
their electrical sense to home in 
on their prey. If you’re positioned 
right in their path you can’t 
blame them (while their eyes are 
shut) for mistaking your arm for a 
fish.
 Also, if you’ve been holding 
onto the bait you will undoubt-
edly have picked up its scent so 
keep well away from the feeding 
event.

6. Don’t play dead
From a shark’s perspective, any 

animal that floats at the surface 
is either resting, sick or dead. 
As sharks invariably pick on the 
weak and also eat carrion, they 
are programmed to investigate 
objects on the surface that may 
represent an easy meal. to avoid 
looking like a dead animal get 
underwater as soon as you can 
and stay there.
 Generally, I only snorkel with 
sharks if they are too shy to 
approach while diving. If they’re 
so skittish that they won’t come 
near your bubbles then you’re 
probably fine anyway.

7. Scan, scan, scan
now that you’re underwater, 
upstream from the chum and 
dressed in your featureless black 
wetsuit, this isn’t the time to 
become complacent. Keep 
slowly rotating so that you’re sure 
that no animals are approach-
ing you from behind. Just like 
big cats, most sharks are stealth 
hunters. they are much less likely 

to try to sneak in for an inquisitive 
nip if they know that you have 
seen them.

8. Watch for changes in body 
language
some attacks come with no 
warning at all but sharks often 
signal their intentions to avoid 
confrontations. Any shark that 
starts to swim fast or errati-
cally has something on its mind. 
exaggerated movements indi-
cate that a shark feels threat-
ened or aggravated. Among 
reef sharks, lowered pectoral fins, 
arched back and tight swimming 
patterns are well documented 
pre-attack postures. Maybe 
you’re crowding the bait, maybe 
the shark is just having a bad 
day, either way the best course 
of action is to retreat.

9. Cameras create tunnel vision
of course you want to bring your 
camera; who wouldn’t? but try 
not to become so obsessed with 

FA
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feature Shark Diving
Ulf, finally in a 
wetsuit but still 
with no gloves!

what is going on inside your view-
finder that you forget about all the 
other things I’ve discussed. 
 Remember that your depth per-
ception changes as your lens gets 
wider. Don’t swim so close with your 
fisheye that you invade the shark’s 
personal space. Your huge dome 
port looks a lot like a giant eyeball. 
You could be intimidating your sub-
ject without even knowing it.
 Also, because of the electrical 
fields that surround them, camera 
strobes always get a lot of atten-
tion. be prepared to get your 
strobes bitten if you’re shooting in 
close quarters to an excited shark. 
And, if a shark starts posturing Do 
not FIRe YoUR stRobes! Many 
shooters have incited an attack by 
ignoring a shark’s warning signals. 

Don’t learn that lesson the hard 
way.

10. Sharks are NEVER expendable
If you feel that the only way to 
safely encounter a particular spe-
cies is to bring along a powerhead 
(bang stick) or other weapon, you 
should not be in the water. there is 
no justification for killing or wound-
ing a shark just because you want 
to have a fun dive. If you think that 
it is too dangerous to dive without 
a weapon then don’t do it. there 
are cage diving operations all over 
the globe that can safely bring 
you nose to nose with the ocean’s 
top predators.
 one final thought, over the last 
decade I have photographed 
more than 60 species of sharks 

and dove with many more without 
being harmed. I take every avail-
able precaution to stay safe partly 
because the repercussions of a 
shark bite don’t end when you get 
to the eR.
 before you take chances with 
your own safety consider the inevi-
table media frenzy that accom-
panies every scratch inflicted by 
a shark and how that effects the 
public’s perception of sharks in 
general. Many species are teeter-
ing on the brink of extinction. the 
last thing sharks need right now is 
more negative press.
 Find out how you can help to 
protect sharks by visiting elasmo-
diver.com: elasmodiver.com/pro-
tectingsharks.htm ■

http://www.elasmodiver.com
http://elasmodiver.com/protectingsharks.htm
http://elasmodiver.com/protectingsharks.htm
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shark tales

Edited by
Peter Symes

Whale sharks’ mating ground 
slated for world heritage status

Basking sharks mate off 
Scottish west coast

Shark SMS
Tracking system texts life-
guards if killer sharks get 
near beaches.

More than 70 Great White sharks 
have been electronically tagged 
by scientists in Western Australia in 

a world first trial that will send 
beach lifesavers a text mes-

sage when one of the 
predators swims close to 

the perth shoreline.

As the sharks 
approach shallower 
waters, the signal 
they emit will be 
picked up by a 
satellite receiver. 

Minutes later, a text message or 
email is sent out to scientists, wildlife 
officials and lifeguards. the text mes-
sages will be triggered less than two 
minutes after a shark swims over any 
one of 18 acoustic seabed receivers.

WA Department of Fisheries senior 
research scientist, Dr Rory McAuley, 
told reporters he hoped the data 
collected would improve 
understanding of shark 
movements and how 
they relate to at-
tacks. “the use 
of the technol-
ogy that delivers 
real-time notifi-
cations of tag 
detections 

hasn’t been used in 
an operational sense 
anywhere else in the 
world,”  he said.  

“I think the public’s 
fear of sharks stems 
largely from a fear of 
the unknown,” McAu-
ley added. “Any infor-
mation we can find 
out about the real risk 
of people encoun-
tering sharks at the 
beach will hopefully al-
leviate people’s concerns 
to some degree.”

McAuley said more than 70 sharks 
had already been tagged, with 

the majority from south 

Australia, due to the 
reliability of sharks off 
the coast.

In all, research-
ers hope to tag 100 
sharks over the next 

two years. the sharks 
are fitted with the sat-
ellite-tracking darts by 

researchers who shoot 
or stab the devices into 
the flank of the animals. 

Most sharks were tagged 
with a spear while they were 

feeding on whale carcasses. 
About 20 satellite receivers, due to 

be in place by February, would be 
set up from ocean Reef in the north 
to Garden Island in the south and out 
to Strickland Bay at Rottnest Island. ■

Revolutionary ‘real time’ tracking 
system texts lifeguards if sharks 
approach popular beaches
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A major stretch of the Western Australian coastline 
is being put forward as the 18th Australian site on 
the World heritage List after a deal between state 
and federal governments was struck to protect the 
ningaloo coast. ningaloo is a virtually untouched 
barrier reef stretching 260 kilometres on the north-
west cape, an area that includes coral bay and 
exmouth. the site is home to the largest fish in the 
world, the whale shark. 
 over 700,000 hectares of the oceanic wilder-
ness will get special protection if the United nations 
agrees to the nomination, which follows a campaign 
stretching through most of the decade. ■

Scottish Natural 
Heritage (SNH) has 
pinpointed a region 
along the west 
coast of Scotland as 
a key area for amo-
rous basking sharks, 
looking for a mate. 

two spots—Gunna sound, 
between coll and tiree, 
and the seas around 
canna—had four-times 
as many basking sharks 
than anywhere else in 
the United Kingdom, dur-
ing a survey between 
2002 and 2006.   Displays 
of shark courtship, such 
as breaching, where the 
shark leaps out of the 
water, suggests that both 
Inner hebridean areas 
are key for the species 

when mating.
 During courtship, the 
huge sharks—the second 
largest fish in the world—
swim in a trance-like 
state, at the surface of 
the water, making them 
vulnerable. “It is excel-
lent news that these giant 
sharks seem to be finally 
making a comeback, 
and that scotland has 
clearly become so impor-
tant to them for feeding 
and mating,” Dr Rebecca 
boyd, marine policy 
officer with the scottish 
Wildlife trust, told bbc. 
 snh said they are ask-
ing local boat users to 
help protect the fish.
 “We must give them 
every chance to thrive, 
safe from accidents with 
boat traffic and fishing 
gear.” ■
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Life Amphibious

text by Lloyd Godson 
photos courtesy of the  
Life Amphibious expedition

We were headed for the island 
of Kefalonia off the western 
coast of mainland Greece. 
This would be the starting 
point of the “Life Amphibious” 
underwater odyssey. The plan 
was to pedal a human-powered 
submarine 15 nautical miles (28 
kilometres) through the Ionian 
Sea to mythical Ithaca, the 
home of Ulysses. In the spirit of 
Homer’s epic and Jules Verne’s 
Captain Nemo, we would soon 
begin our own grand voyage to 
Ithaca.

Andreas petalas allowed us to use 
Fiskardo’s nautical and environmental 
club as our base. When we arrived, 
a strong southerly wind was blowing 
and the sea was a mess of waves and 
whitecaps. omer 6, our human-powered 
submarine, had arrived from canada 
in time and was being unloaded from 
a truck. the brains behind this machine, 
four omer submarine engineers, were 
on their way from canada’s École de 
technologie supérieure in Montreal. Odyssey of the

Expedition

Lloyd Godson pilots the omer 6 human-
powered submarine off the Ithacan 
coastline, Greece. Lloyd pedalled omer 6 for 
five nautical miles in total and maintained an 
average speed of approximately four knots. 
At a cruising depth of five meters he could 
stay submerged for 1.5 hours
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Meanwhile, we had been dealt a serious 
blow by the Ministry of commercial 
shipping’s port police Management. 
At the eleventh hour, they rejected our 
request for permission to place omer 6 in 
the sea. 
 My wife, carolina sarasiti, was glued 
to her phone as Andreas studied his 
maritime law books desperately trying to 
find a solution to our dilemma. It didn’t 
look good. the weather continued to 
deteriorate and all flights in and out of 
Kefalonia were cancelled. the omer 
submarine team was stuck in Athens. the 
bad weather and unexpected red tape 
had already delayed us by a day.
 I took a leisurely walk with my father-
in-law and Greek engineer, vageli 
sarasiti, in an attempt to clear my head. 
We came across a large catamaran 
getting smashed against jagged rocks 
and scrambled on board to help. the 
waves were relentless. We managed to 
free the boat from the rocks but one of 
the engines was jammed solid. vageli 
and I grabbed a mask, knife and torch 
and dived into the murky water. It was 
like being in a washing machine but 
we eventually managed to cut through 
the rope that was wrapped around the 

propeller shaft. 
 After sailing for 29 days across the 
Atlantic ocean, we were also left 
wondering where the calm, warm, 
sparkling blue water was of which the 
Ionian Islands 
were so famous 
for. At least my 
head was clear.
 When the 
omer team 
arrived we 
celebrated 
in true Greek 
fashion. 
the project 
remained 
blocked, but 
their high spirits 
helped us forget 
the bad news 
for a while. 
surprisingly, 
after almost 
two years 
of planning 
the world’s 
first human-
powered 
submarine 

expedition we had never met 
before this day. they were happy 
that I really existed and the whole 
thing wasn’t just some strange 
prank played out by a guy in his 
basement!
 Later in the day, continual 
bad weather and red tape still 
prevented us from testing omer 
6 in the sea. We desperately 
needed to get the sub in the 
water so I could begin my pilot 
training. With no time to lose, I 
found a nearby resort that was 
willing to help us out. When I 
returned with the good news, drills 
were screeching as the engineers 
assemble the submarine.

Into the pool
We carred omer 6 up the near-
vertical stairs and placed it beside 
the resort pool. A very intrigued crowd 

started to gather, mostly english tourists, 
who decided to hang around and 

watch the spectacle 
unfold before them. 
some looked shocked 
and some were laughing 
as the canadians took 
turns at splashing them, 
unintentionally of course, 
with their elegant pool 
entries. I’m quite nervous 
as it was my very fist 
time inside the wet, 
free-flooding submarine. 
It was a good thing I 
was not claustrophobic 
as there was not an 
inch to spare. I clipped 

my cycling shoes into the pedals and 
pushed my head fully forward inside the 
clear polycarbonate window. the door 
latch was locked into position and my 
training began.
 We spend the next two hours going 
through safety procedures and trimming 
the buoyancy as I piloted the submarine 
from one side of the pool to the other. 
I finished the day off by pedalling flat-
out for half an hour against the pool 
wall. based on my gas consumption 
on the surface, we calculated that I 
would have about 1.5 hours of air at an 
average cruising depth of five meters 
before needing to surface and refill my 
cylinders. so, apart from the one small 
detail that we still didn’t have permission 
to start, the day was a success. the resort 
crowd applauded our efforts.
 our next challenge was to prepare 
our support boat, neptune 3, for the 
launching and retrieving of omer 6. since 
the boat was on loan to us by Fiskardo’s 
nautical and environmental centre, we 
were unable to make any permanent 
modifications. so, the omer team had 

Amphibiousfeature LeFt & RIGht: having clipped his 
cycling shoes into the pedals, 
Lloyd Godson is ready to begin 
his omer 6 pilot training in a 
swimming pool close to the 
expedition base at Fiskardo ‘s 
nautical and environmental 
club on Kefalonia

the omer submarine 
team from the Université 
du Québec’s École de 
technologie supérieure in 
Montreal, canada, trim 
the buoyancy of omer 
6 as Lloyd pedals the 
submarine from one side 
of the pool to the other
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built what we affectionately refered 
to as ‘the medieval structure’. 
 It‘s not pretty, but it seems to work. 
the chain pulley block slides smoothly 
along the recycled timber and steel 
beam which juts out several meters 
from the boat’s stern. 
 I trusted the engineers that it could 
handle omer 6’s fully laden weight of 
150 kilograms. It definitely attracted 
a lot of attention, especially from 
the local port police who had been 
watching us like hawks. they were 
well aware that we still didn’t have 
permission to start and were suspicious 
about our constant hive of activity. 
perhaps we were overly optimistic.

Getting the green light
Good news at last! It’s been five days 
since we arrived on Kefalonia and 

our persistence finally paid off. the 
weather was clearing and the port 
police Management reversed their 
decision, freeing us to go. 
 We triumphantly carried omer 6 
through the streets of Fiskardo and 
loaded it onto neptune 3. to make 
up for lost time, we skipped the deep 
channel crossing that separated the 
two islands and headed directly to 
Frikes in the north east of Ithaca.
 In a protected cove, tommy 
Gagnon lowered omer 6 into the 
sea for the very first time. omer team 
Leader Jacques boivin also made his 
first saltwater dive and laid a rope on 
the seafloor parallel to a small pebbly 
beach. today was a good chance 
to identify any problems before we 
ventured into the open sea. It was 
also the first chance we’d had to test 

out the surface maker buoy which 
indicated my position underwater and 
limited my depth to seven meters.
 Assistant professor simon Joncas 
explained some basic hand signals to 
me before I descended and started 
making 50 meter sea trials above 
the rope. safety divers caught me 
at either end, spun me around and 
gave me the signal to pedal again. I 
could hear them grunt as I ploughed 
into them at about four knots with a 
submarine full of almost one ton of 
water! 
 cars were stopping on the road 
above to see what on earth this shark-
like thing was in the water. Amongst 
them was the mayor of Ithaca who 
swam out to neptune 3 for a while 
and a small boy who could be heard 
yelling, “Wow, it’s like a speeding 

bullet!”
 I mastered the art of steering quite 
quickly, so was presented with my 
final and most demanding challenge; 
to steer in deep blue water where 
I couldn’t see the bottom. I set a 
bearing on my digital compass, 
perpendicular to the beach, and 
attempted to follow it out to sea. 
With no visual reference point this 
task seemed impossible. the rest of 
the team trailed my surface marker 
buoy as it zigzaged towards the rocky 
coastline. It wass back to the drawing 
board at our next destination; the 
small port of Kioni.

Kioni
We were greeted by screaming kids 
running to see the submarine. Made 
almost entirely from carbon fibre it 
looked like something straight out of 
a James bond movie. Adults were 
equally amazed by this world-class 
machine. our aim was to inspire 
environmental awareness by using 
technological innovation in an 
adventurous way. We were trying 
to get young people excited about 
science and engineering.
 “biosUb boy’s Race track” 
was drawn on the back of some 
sandpaper and providee the perfect 
solution to our last remaining problem. 
Using a combination of ropes, weights 
and flags, we started working on our 
underwater highway. several pieces 
of rope were tied together and 
vageli’s white t-shirt was sacrificed to 
make the flags.
 We left Kioni and submerged 
the “race track” which would lead 
me to vathy, the capital and main 
harbour of Ithaca. terry savard, 
also referred to as ‘princess’, lathers 
himself in sunscreen. having travelled 
from northern canada where the 
daily maximum temperature is well 
below freezing, he opted for the 
sundrenched job of ‘observer’. the 
omer engineers have done their hard 

Amphibiousfeature

Lloyd Godson and the Life Amphibious team 
prepare to put omer 6 through some small 50 m 
sea trials in a protected cove near Kioni, Ithaca. It 
is the first time the submarine has been in the sea

Lloyd Godson enters omer 6—the human-powered submarine he used for the Life Amphibious expedition. omer 6 is what’s known 
as a “wet” submarine, meaning it’s completely filled with water.
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Lloyd Godson is a modern-day underwater pioneer 
with a passion for delivering innovative educational 
projects. In April 2007, the Australian aquanaut and 
marine scientist successfully completed “the biosUb 
project” (www.biosub.com.au) for which he was 
named the 2007 Australian Geographic Adventurer 
of the Year. In this wacky scientific experiment, 
Lloyd lived for 12 days in the world’s first underwater 
habitat incorporating a plant-based life support 
system. the project was the winning entry in the 
Australian Geographic $50,000 “Live Your Dream” 
Wildest Adventure competition. You can keep up-to-
date with all of his “Life Amphibious” activities here: 
www.lifeamphibious.com
 Lloyd Godson and carolina sarasiti thank the John 
s. Latsis public benefit Foundation, the Australian 
Geographic society, Université du Québec École de 
technologie supérieure (Éts), the Australian embassy 
in Athens, Fiskardo’s nautical and environmental 
centre, Yannick Jago, evangelos sarasitis, scUbApRo 
/ UWAtec, bauer Kompressoren, submersible systems, 
Inc., MeDAsset (Mediterranean Association to save 
the sea turtles), samies Girl, polka dot design, 
timmissartok Foundation, trygons Designs, olympus 
europa, the Municipality of Ithaca and the Kefalonia 
and Ithaca prefecture. 

Amphibiousfeature

work, now it was up to me to do mine.
 the flag system worked beautifully 
and led me due south towards vathy. 
A Gps clocked my speed at 3.5 to 4.5 

knots (6.5 to 8.5 km/hr), which was 
pretty impressive for a one-seater 
human-powered submarine without 
a propeller. It was no wonder 
that omer 6 had the world speed 
record of almost 5 knots (9 km/
hr), recorded at the International 
submarine Races. It was also obvious 
why the omer team captured the 
smooth operator award at the same 

competition.
 My computer was beeping and 
alerting me of an ‘Increased workload’. 
At a depth of five meters it estimated my 

gas consumption at a 
whopping 60 liters per 
minute. 
 With its unorthodox propulsion system, 
consisting of two large wings following 
an oscillatory movement, omer 6 is the 
ultimate exercise machine. 
 Regardless, I couldn’t help but chuckle 
into my regulator as I pedaled this man-
sized submarine in 300 meter deep water 
among the Greek isles under my own 
propulsive power. It felt like I was “flying” 
through the water, free, like a dolphin. 
sadly though, the feeling was short-

lived, as strong winds and torrential rain 
prevented me from reaching my final 
destination.

Afterthougths
Greek poet constantine Kavafis wrote, 
“When you start on your journey to 
Ithaca, pray that the road is long, full of 
adventure, full of knowledge.” our road 
to Ithaca had certainly been all of these 
things. We solved all of our problems and 
managed to travel about 5.5 nautical 

miles (ten kilometres) in total with no 
major mechanical breakdowns. that was 
a feat in itself when you consider this was 
the first saltwater test of technology that 
had previously been limited to 100-meter 
sprints in a freshwater basin. 
 now we’re all primed and ready 
for the second phase of the “Life 
Amphibious” in the summer of 2010: 
100 nautical miles (185 kilometres) from 
corfu to Ithaca using omer 7, the latest 
generation of two-seater non-propeller 
submarine. I just need to find a co-pilot 
crazy enough to join me. ■

Alexander sarasitis of trygons Designs films Lloyd Godson piloting 
omer 6 off the Ithacan coastline. Lloyd pedalled omer 6 for 
five nautical miles in total and maintained an average speed of 
approximately four knots. At a cruising depth of five meters, he 
could stay submerged for 1.5 hours. With a top speed of almost five 
knots, omer 6 is the fastest submarine of its type in the world

the team celebrates. LeFt to RIGht: carolina 
sarasiti, Lloyd Godson, terry savard, simon  
Joncas, tommy Gagnon and Jack boivin

MeDAsset, the Mediterranean Association to 
save the sea turtle, helps the Life Amphibious 
team spread the environmental message 
with their educational ‘small Garbage 
Leaflets’. carolina sarasiti and Lloyd Godson 
explain to school children from vathy, 
Ithaca, the devastating effects that “small 
Garbage” have on the marine environment. 
entanglement and ingestion of small pieces 
of personal waste, discarded on beaches 
or directly into the sea, accounts for over 
100,000 sea mammal and sea turtle deaths 
globally each year

Lloyd Godson wearing his scUbApRo everFlex 
neoprene steamer. Lying face down and 
pedaling for 1.5 hours at a time, Lloyd need-
ed a wetsuit that stretched naturally with his 
body during the cycling motion

http://www.biosub.com.au/
http://www.biosub.com.au/
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edited by 
peter symes

Coral Gardening
A new profession for resorts?

text by Austin bowden-Kerby, phD 
photos courtesy of counterpart 
International’s coral Gardens 
Initiative

The plight of corals reefs has 
become regular headlines. 
Hardly a day goes by with-
out being confronted with 
ominous news about deg-
radation and loss of coral 
reefs in some part of the 
world. On a grand scale, 
global warming is increas-
ingly subjecting corals to 
bleaching, while a whole 
range of other anthropo-
genic factors are stress-
ing corals on local levels.  
But it is not all gloom and 
doom as the Coral Garden 
Initiative has demonstrated.

observing how the villagers and 
children on Fiji take a keen inter-
est marks a paradigm shift in the 
ways we see our coral reefs. For 
centuries, corals were not much 
more than cheap and abundant 
raw materials, and reefs were sub- sub-
jected to utilization and destruction 
for centuries. corals were harvested 
for use in construction and landfills 
or for lime used in production of 
cement. Reefs were not regarded 
as being of any particular value 
and were ravaged by fishing gear, 

smashed by anchors, or simply 
trampled on.  
 the industrialization of our soci-
eties have subjected coral reefs 
to nutrient enrichment from sew-
age and agricultural run-off, silta-
tion stemming from deforestation, 
dredging and agricultural activities.  
In addition, the widespread over-
fishing has caused a range of eco-
logical imbalances and changes 
that have also adversely affected 
the corals by subjecting them to 
increased competition (i.e. algae 

growth) and predation (i.e. crown-
of-thorns infestations). Destructive 
fishing practices such as dynamite 
and cyanide fishing, which kills cor-
als in swathes, continue to be a sig-
nificant problem in certain regions.  

Corals and coral reefs  
are vital to national  
and local economies!

by comparison, harvesting coral for 
export for the curio and aquarium 
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trades is a relatively minor problem, 
but it receives a disproportionate 
amount of the negative attention 
and bad press. Why? because of 
tourism, which has become one of 
the most important sectors in terms 
of economy. And since coral har-
vesting removes the most colourful 
juvenile corals from the reef, there is 
direct and obvious conflict. As coral 
harvesting is a highly visible activ-
ity that takes place in plain sight, it 
stands out in a manner that is pro-
vocative to many whereas many of 
the more significant chronic causes 
of reef decline works on a diffuse 
and, to many, a less observable 
level, basically because it is out of 
sight under the surface.

●  Coral harvesting is more highly 
visible than chronic causes of reef 
decline and touches a nerve with 
conservationists.

●  Coral harvesting sends the wrong 
message to communities about 
caring for coral reefs.

In any case, while coral harvesting 
may not be the most significant 
threat to reefs worldwide, it 
generally sends a wrong message 
about caring for reefs.   In this 
regard, it may be tempting to 
outright ban all trade in corals as 
the next logical step, but as so 
often is the case, in reality, there 
is no simple answer to complex 

Coral Reefsecology

Farmed bleached and 
painted curio corals 
could possibly raise 
funds for conservation

Man stands in front of mounds 
of dead coral (left) consid-
ered a raw building material 
for use in walls or roadside 
construction (right)

Dynamite and cyanide fish-
ing practices in recent years 

have desimated corals, 
which are often trampled
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problems, and such a 
step could prove counter-
productive.   
 banning a trade in 
corals could deprive poor 
communities of vital income 
forcing them to take other 
and more desperate 
measures to survive and 
could ultimately lead 
to the creation of illicit 
trade and smuggling that 
would be much harder to 
combat. At the opposite 
end of the supply chain, 
a ban may also convey a 
false impression that major 
progress to combat reef 
decline has been made. 
there is a better solution:  
cultivation!

Is banning coral  
trade helpful? 
banning the trade may give 
a false sense that major 
progress to combat reef 

decline is being made.  
A ban could also make 
things worse by depriving 
poor communities of vital 
income, forcing them into 
more desperate measures 
to make ends meet. 
 Rather than outright 
banning trade in wild 
coral, these trades should 
rather be transformed 
into sustainable second-
generation mariculture 
enterprises, or commercial 
coral nurseries, if you like.    
 these coral farms can 
ideally be managed by 
local communities and 
tied into restoration of 
coral reefs. this will also 
allow the indigenous 
communities to benefit 
directly from improvements 
in local biodiversity that 
follows. As cultivation will 
replace greenhouse culture 
overseas, there will also be 

an overall 
reduction in 
co2-emissions.

Putting things 
into perspective 
crown-of-thorns starfish 
(cots), which prey on coral, 
tend to target the colorful 
coral species, leaving 
behind drab porites and 
Montipora. As one single 
crown-of-thorns starfish can 
kill one fist-sized coral per 
day, removing cots is a far 
more efficient restoration 
strategy than replanting 
corals for many reef systems.  
 For example, the 
aquarium trade out of Fiji 
represents less than 200,000 
corals per year, which 
means that it only takes 
removing 650 cots per 
year  to save more corals 
than banning the trade. 
the global aquarium trade 

establishment of 
community-supported 

Marine protected 
Areas on Fiji

Replanting corals destroyed by coral 
harvesting and dynamite fishing 
solomon Islands

Local communities are recruited to manage coral farms as a means to rejuvinate reefs 
and improve local biodiversity
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represents some 2,000,000 
corals per year, which is 
roughly the equivalent to 
the damage from about 
7,000 cots. by comparison, 
we removed 5,000 cots in 
one year from cuvu District 
alone. 
 coral farming as a stand-
alone activity does not 
address the root causes 
of coral and reef decline 
worldwide but is an 
important step in the right 
direction. coral farming 

thIs pAGe: hands-on 
activities to accelerate reef 

recovery including coral 
predator removal to create 

pockets of coral health

BY DIVERS FOR ID V RE, S

By

9-11 APRIL 2010
SUNTEC SINGAPORE

Photographer of the Year
Underwater Video of the Year
Ocean Artist of the Year
Young Artist of the Year
Submission Deadline: 28 Feb

Share you best Shark 
Story in 500 words
Submission Deadline: 12 March

3 WAYS to get involved

Competition 2010

Voiceof theOcean
Voting is now live!

 

BestinClassShort Stories
Shark

AsianDiver.com

Nominate the Best Dive 
Individual or Company
Voting Deadline: 28 Feb

• Stan Waterman 
(scuba diving pioneer; photographer; fi lmmaker; author; living legend)

• Shawn Heinrichs
 (conservation photojournalist; founder of Blue Sphere Media)

• Todd Essick 
(underwater photographer; featured on Germany’s Next Top Model)

• William Tan 
(underwater photographer; Singapore Symphony Orchastra violinist)

• John “Chip” Scarlett
 (underwater photographer, launcing book ‘Loving Sharks’ at ADEX)

• Aaron Wong
 (underwater photographer; Asian Diver & ScubaDiver AustralAsia contributor)

• Richard Ng 
(underwater photographer; celebrity radio DJ)

• Nadine Chandrawinata 
(Miss Universe Indonesia 2006; AGS ocean ambassador)

Check the website for more speakers!

*The information presented here is correct as of date of print and subject to change.

The tourism industry is 
attracted to coral farming and 
is receptive to hiring trained 
“coral gardeners”. The biggest 
problem by far is interference 

by well-meaning scientists who 
misunderstand the program!  

Local youth in action

www.asiandiver.com/adex
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selection of mother corals for color, skeletal strength, growth form, and survivability

colonies crowd each other on the table if not trimmed often enough

seconD GeneRAtIon coRAL cULtURe

trimming rates depend on species and mother coral size. 
A single coral like those pictured above can produce 
dozens of seed fragments per year

trimming rates depend on species and mother coral size. A single coral like 
those pictured above can produce dozens of seed fragments per year

Culturing Mother Colonies Coral Reefsecology

is also a very powerful way of 
raising awareness. Fishermen 
who can barely eke out a 
living on catching fish can now 
earn additional income from 
transplanting coral reefs as well 
as improving their local habitats. 
several projects have been 
started in Indonesia engaging 
whole fishing villages in coral 
cultivation. the same trend has 
taken a foothold on several 
pacific island nations.  
 As many developing countries 

are increasingly dependant on 
attracting tourism, this is bound to 
change. by building partnerships 
for coral reef management, 
involving fishermen, teachers, 
youth, and dive shops in the 
active restoration of corals can 
give local communities a more 
sustainable income. 
 Local communities involved 
in coral cultivation also tend to 
show an increased appreciation 
of the local ecosystems as a 
whole and also get involved in 
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other aspects of restoring reefs 
such as planting corals on 
reefs which are not recovering 
by themselves after extensive 
coral harvesting or dynamite 
fishing.   
 In other instances, as we saw 
in honduras, sons of fishermen 
were building fish houses out 
of concrete to improve the 
local habitat. cultured corals 
were then transplanted onto 
these fish houses. 
 the main objective of the 

At planting At six months  
ready for 

market

At 14 months, some are ready to 
become second gerneration mothers

Coral Reefsecology

corals are planted on fish hous-
es to increase awareness, reef 
conservation, enhance guest 

experience, and provide com-
munity employment

hands-on involvement of the youth—sons of fish-
ermen making fish houses, honduras, 2005  

Our Most Popular T

X-RAY MAG’s Royal hipselodoris nudibranch
t-shirt is available in black, white, navy and gray 

Kids sizes, too! International shipping. bulk discounts 
A percent of all sales goes to ocean conservation

Get it at The X-RAY MAG Store
WWW.cAFepRess.coM/XRAYMAG
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IC!

women’s
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coral farming 
project was to build 
partnerships for managing 
coral reefs by educating local 
communities and tourism 
operators and involving fishermen, 
teachers, youth, and dive shops in 
the active restoration of Acropora 
corals.

ecology

coral Gardeners:  
A new profession 
for resorts?

Coral Reefs

coral cookie 
Method: 

cement disk, 
monofilament 

line, woven 
onto a heavy 

wire mesh tray cookie 
anyone?
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Coral Reefsecology
caribbean staghorn 

corals like to be 
planted upright only!

Locating frames on sand prevents most predation

trays placed directly on rubble

Location, location
not all sites work well for coral nurs-
eries or transplants and it important 
to understand which factors come 
into play. For example coral may 
preyed on and placing coral frames 
or suspending fragments from ropes 
prevents against most predation. not 
only does it place them out of reach 

of any crown-of-thorn starfish but also 
from fireworms. Meanwhile corals are 
also sensitive to silt and sediment.

Weeding is required
Regular site maintenance is required 
in coral farming. Weeding of sea-
weeds and removal of coral-killing 
snails and fire worms is critical.

Lesson learned
While coral farming as a stand-alone 
activity does not address the root 
causes of coral and reef decline, it 
is a very powerful awareness raising 
activity. In order to set up commercial 
or restorative coral farming projects, 
full educational programs are a pre-
requisite. coral farming as a sustain-

able livelihood must also be tied to 
coral reef management and restora-
tion. corals can be grown relatively 
easy in some sites, marketable sizes in 
four to six months for aquarium, nine 
to 14 months for curios. 
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Recommendations for community-based 
coral farming

• Begin caral farming as part of the wider management 
planning process to support awareness and restoration.

• Begin with hands-on community involvement in small-
scale coral farming experiments at several promising 
sites.

• Involve the government from the beginning.

• Support second generation culture—mother corals 
grown to produce sustainable coral seed.

• Don’t raise the expecta-
tions of communities 
for commercial pro-
duction unless and 
until markets are 
secured. ■

Weeding of seaweeds 
and removal of coral-kill-
ing snails and fire worms

plugging in trimmed second-
generation coral fragments into 

cleaned dead reef rock

Coral Reefsecology
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